Editor's Note: This is the last in a three part report on Security Audit Inc.,'s findings in their recent study of Notre Dame Security. Today's article covers security at the ACC, the football stadium, and the Senior Bar.

Two places that require special security attention are the ACC and the football stadium, according to Security Audit Inc. (SA) in their report to Bros. Just Paucares, vice-president for Student Affairs.

These require special attention because of the large amount of people who frequent these buildings who are not members of the Notre Dame community, the report stated.

In its investigation SA found that both the ACC Director John Plauff and the ND Security Director Arthur Pears felt that they were in charge of security in the ACC.

While both have some role in the security of the ACC, SA recommended that the Security Director be exclusively responsible for ACC security.

The use of the ACC for rock concerts has attracted a large number of non-students to the ACC, SA noted. At these events, drugs are being used although SA did not know what kind or to what extent.

Because of the legal implication of using the ACC for such concerts, SA advised that it should be determined if the drug usage at the rock concerts is significant enough to consider discontinuing, or at least decreasing, the number of rock concerts held each year.

Rock group selection

SA also suggested that care be taken in the selection of rock groups so that "the more inflammatory units" are excluded. It also might be advisable to have concerts only for students, SA said.

Presently there are facilities for women in the ACC. The main reason "recommendation offered in this report," was to install an alarm button in the women's locker room, connected to the student issue room, the administrative offices of the ACC, and the monitor's room.

In this way, SA noted, if there were ever an emergency, someone would be alerted so that action could be taken immediately.

SA also recommended that alarm buttons be installed in both women's locker rooms in the Rockne Memorial. These would be connected to the towel room where employees are always on duty. SA added that the two storage areas on the women's corridor be locked at all times.

The Coordinator of Women's Athletics should instruct women users of the Rockne Memorial and the ACC about the purpose of the alarm system.

While SA noted that the football stadium has been adequately secure for many decades, they suggested that the ND Security Director be placed in charge of football security. Presently, the Assistant Director and Business Manager of Athletics is responsible.

Efforts should be made to bar the use of alcohol by students during football games, SA stated. They also suggested that some effort be made to restrain students from wrecking the heavy metal goal posts after the game, or use wooden goal posts which could be more easily damaged.

Security problems at the Senior Bar have been minimal, according to SA, but they did suggest, however, that the fire extinguisher on the second floor be inspected.

The next Board meeting on May 12, should make the decision and appointment. The next Board meeting will make the decision and appointment. The next Board meeting will make the final decision and appointment.

Who will be next provost?

The Provost Search Committee has completed interviewing candi
dates for the position of Provost and told and has made its recommendations to University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh.

O. Timothy O'Meara, professor of mathematics and chairman of the Search Committee, said that the results of the search are, "It's all in his hands."

O'Meara referred to Hesburgh. After Hesburgh deliberates on the recommendation, however, the Board of Trustees will make the final decision and appointment.

by Kathleen Connelly
Senior Staff Reporter

The Provost Search Committee has completed interviewing candi
dates for the position of Provost and told and has made its recommendations to University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh.

O. Timothy O'Meara, professor of mathematics and chairman of the Search Committee, said that the results of the search are, "It's all in his hands."

O'Meara referred to Hesburgh. After Hesburgh deliberates on the recommendation, however, the Board of Trustees will make the final decision and appointment.

by John Cassidy

Reggie de la Torre, former head legal advisor for Fidel Castro, expressed his views on the Cuban government last night in the Hayes-Healy auditorium as a part of "One Earth" week. De la Torre expressed his disap

regration of the Castro regime, how he viewed the Cuban revolution from a position in the Office of the Prime Minister.

"At the time of the revolution it was not supported by even Castro's followers," he said. "For this reason the Cuban revolution became a political revolution."

De la Torre said that the Cuban people did not want a revolution and that Castro used propaganda to persuade the people to follow him in the conquest of the dictator, Batista.

"Castro promised a democracy and this led the people to believe that it was time for a revolution. They could not foresee that Castro's government would become a Marx

ist-Leninist socialism, a totalit

arian regime," Castro had become the head of Cuba and would now use his army to support him," he observed.

Castro claimed that he improved medical treatment in Cuba was not that bad. Even though Castro did improve the medical care for the poor and the humble."

"That is exactly what they did, especially to the workers. A democratic revolution was needed; they think too much. Don't think any more, the government will do that for you."

"That is exactly what they did, especially to the workers. A democratic revolution was needed; they think too much. Don't think any more, the government will do that for you."

De la Torre concluded. "When Castro took office Cuba needed profound changes. The changes needed were not brought to Cuba, commu

nism was not brought to Cuba."

by Diane Wilson
News Editor
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In its investigation SA found that both the ACC Director John Plauff and the ND Security Director Arthur Pears felt that they were in charge of security in the ACC.

While both have some role in the security of the ACC, SA recommended that the Security Director be exclusively responsible for ACC security.
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SA also suggested that care be taken in the selection of rock groups so that "the more inflammatory units" are excluded. It also might be advisable to have concerts only for students, SA said.

Presently there are facilities for women in the ACC. The main reason "recommendation offered in this report," was to install an alarm button in the women's locker room, connected to the student issue room, the administrative offices of the ACC, and the monitor's room.

In this way, SA noted, if there were ever an emergency, someone would be alerted so that action could be taken immediately.

SA also recommended that alarm buttons be installed in both women's locker rooms in the Rockne Memorial. These would be connected to the towel room where employees are always on duty. SA added that the two storage areas on the women's corridor be locked at all times.

The Coordinator of Women's Athletics should instruct women users of the Rockne Memorial and the ACC about the purpose of the alarm system.

While SA noted that the football stadium has been adequately secure for many decades, they suggested that the ND Security Director be placed in charge of football security. Presently, the Assistant Director and Business Manager of Athletics is responsible.

Efforts should be made to bar the use of alcohol by students during football games, SA stated. They also suggested that some effort be made to restrain students from wrecking the heavy metal goal posts after the game, or use wooden goal posts which could be more easily damaged.

Security problems at the Senior Bar have been minimal, according to SA, but they did suggest, however, that the fire extinguisher on the second floor be inspected.

The next Board meeting on May 12, should make the decision and appointment. The next Board meeting will make the final decision and appointment. The next Board meeting will make the final decision and appointment.
The Student Government Council of Campus Organization of Common Concerns held its first meeting last night in the Zahn Hall basement to set the purpose and objectives of the newly formed organization. Jim Seifert, chairman of the Council, said that the OCC "became a group of friends getting together to discuss campus issues." The Council of Communication is the brainchild of the McKenna-Rohan administration. According to Student Body President Andy McKenna, its purpose is to administer newsletters and surveys, as well as to "provide positive and negative feedback on what we're doing in student government."

"Essentially a glass-roots attack on the problems of apathy and a lack of student input," he added.

In addition, Seifert said that the OCC will act as a "pulser reader of campus issues. Andy will act on the issues that students feel most strongly about.

At last night's meeting the OCC also discussed a proposal to allow the Council to take on responsibility of the weekly dorm paper drive, which is currently administered through the Hall President's Council.

Mike Rohan, Student Body vice-president, distributed Student Government surveys which will be given to a random sampling of students in the near future. The purpose of these surveys is, according to Rohan, "to perpetuate the ability for Andy and me to communicate with the students."

The OCC will consist of 26 members, one representative appointed by the president of each hall, and four off-campus representatives.

The Council consists of Seifert, Jane Knight, secretary; and the following hall representatives: Janet Libert, Lyons; Louis Knollen, Howard; Tom Knoll, Flanner; Jim Brunza, Stanforth; Rick Gregoire, Good; Tim Oliver, Parke; Patti Dyer, Breen; Philips; Mary Ellen Pearce, Lewis; Steve Sayre, Zahm.

Also, Kevin O'Brien, Carroll; Dave Link, South; Bob Fontana, Holy Cross; Dave Wagner, Fisher; Meg Hackett, Farhey; Jim Ryan, Alonso; Chris Pelt, Paughborn; Grace Fokenkild, Walsh; Dave Vignes, Keenan; Dave Pasiter, McMorris; Bill Koval, Grace; Chris Metcalf, Buckley; Cavanagh; Carolyn Best, Badin; and Tom Slaskel, Dillon. The names of the four off-campus members were not available.

In addition to the bi-weekly OCC meeting, each representative was urged to attend hall council and section meetings within his dorm to facilitate discussion and obtain complaints concerning student government.

Slatt, Sullivan to replace graduating night editors

Two present members of the Observer production staff will assume the positions of night editors this week. Tim Sullivan will replace Bob Brink on Thursday nights and Chris Slatt will replace Karen Kerwin on Monday nights.

Both Brink and Kerwin are seniors and will be graduating next semester.

Sullivan, a freshman from Atlan­ta, Ga., has worked as an assistant night editor this year on Thursday evenings, while Slatt has worked as a copy reader. Both students are members of the student council and their aggressive approach to the job has been praised by the editors.

Weather

Clear to partly cloudy today and tomorrow. Breezy today with highs in the mid 50s. Lows tonight in the low to middle 30s. Highs tomorrow around 60.

On Campus Today

thursday

11 am-5 pm

eone earth week marketplace, sponsored by internat'l students' organization, ranchekker, lafortune.

12 pm

mass, celebrated by fr. griffin for alcohol awareness week, lafortune balcony.

2 & 8 pm

slide show, presented by fr. egan for alcohol awareness week, lafortune balcony.

2 pm


3:15 pm

career workshop, "assertive training & interview skills," sponsored by central insurance, mem. lib. lounge.

3:30 pm

lecture, "the sectarian conflict in northern ireland: complex age to 1978," by john messenger, ohio st. univ., sponsored by dept. of sociology & anthropology, audio-visual aud., cce.

4 pm

seminar, "conformational limitations on reactivity of exocyclic azaenes," by prof. peter j. wagner, mich. st. univ., sponsored by rad. lab, rad. lab conference rm.

4 pm

elide conference lecture, "narrative & meaning," sponsored by fordham, mem. lib. lounge.

7 pm

lecture, "the black column experiment of the 30s," by mrs. harriett arnold, art history. sponsored by nd art gallery & art dept., art gallery.

8 pm

duo piano recital, by donna harding & ann addis, sponsored by music dept., snc little theatre.

8 pm

senior voice recital, by carol kersten & jean marot, sponsored by music dept., 115 Crowley.

8 pm


8 pm

elide conference lecture, "elide & branquisi: the endless column," by prof. prooche hetzler, fordum univ., sponsored by nd art gallery, "elide on branquisi, the endless column," directed by prof. miles cooper, nd, attended by mem. lafortune.

8 pm

presentation, "double standards: alcohol, the case in point," by molly sullivan, phoenix house, first hall. reported the alcohol problems in south bend, teresa klein, south bend alcohol council, & dick lees, snc police, presented for alcohol awareness week, snc clubhouse.

9 - 11 pm

nazz, performance by jeanne ritter, lafortune basement.

friday

9:30 am


11 am -

one earth marketplace, sponsored by internat'l students organization, ranchekker, lafortune.

12:15 pm

biology travel series, "moscow," by theodore croice, 278 galvin aud.
Chemist tells of methods to deal with the morning after

By Kevin Richardson

A lecture about minimizing the effects of a hangover was given last night to a moderate-sized crowd at the Senior Bar by Mark Bambenek, professor of chemistry at Saint Mary's.

The talk was part of the Alcohol Awareness Week activities and was acknowledged by two films on the subject of alcoholism.

Bambenek titled his talk "The Morning After," or "Tips for the Tippler," and said that his information was "based more on observation than experience."

Recent studies show that the American public consumed about 250 million gallons of ethyl alcohol in 1976, he said, and this equates to about 200 quarts of beer for every man, woman, and child over 16 in America.

"Everyone civilization has had its own type of boom," Bambenek said, "and this dates back as far as 21000 B.C." Of all the intoxicants in America today, only tequila is native to North America. "All the rest were imported with the various cultures that settled this country," he stated.

"In order to minimize the effects of alcohol, one has to understand what happens to the body when alcohol is consumed," Bambenek noted. He said a relatively small amount of alcohol is absorbed by the stomach, while the intestinal tract is responsible for most of the acceptance of the substance.

"The idea is to keep the food in the stomach for as long as possible," Bambenek said. "They can be done in several ways."

Proteins help keep a bit in keeping alcohol in the stomach, he said. Meat, peanut butter, regular milk and spicy foods are all useful in this pursuit.

"Spicy foods work particularly well," Bambenek said. "Because they are very successful at closing stomach passages which lead into the intestines, which in turn, helps prevent drunkenness."

He warned drinkers to avoid carbohydrates and intoxicants as well as those that have fruit-drink mixes. This is because carbon dioxide and vitamin C both aid in increasing the rate of passage of alcohol from the stomach to the intestine where it is absorbed much faster.

"One of the surest ways to get drunk is to have a couple of glasses of champagne on an empty stomach," Bambenek noted. "They go down fast and easy and the next thing you know, the whole room is spinning around."

Once in the bloodstream, blood vessels become dilated and alcohol is absorbed closer to the skin. The person begins to feel flushed and warm although he is, in fact, losing a great deal of body heat.

"I hate to put the Saint Bernard's out of business," Bambenek mentioned, "but the worst thing you could do for a freezing person is to give them alcohol. Unfortunately, he stated, "If you're warm in the summer, a drink would be just the thing to help you lose some of that excess body heat."

Alcohol poisoning

Alcohol is one of the few poisons that the human body has learned to handle, he said. Our systems have become acclimated to it and the initial ethyl alcohol that is consumed is rapidly transformed in the liver into other compounds that can be more easily handled. One of the transitory compounds, however, is very toxic and a cousin of scopolamine.

"It makes me wonder if that is why people drink to what's going to happen to many of us after drinking," Bambenek stated.

The liver and the liver can only handle a small amount of alcohol at a time. "The rest of it stays in the bloodstream until it is metabolized," Bambenek noted. "And that accounts for the sensation of running up either still drunk or hang over."

"As far as the infamous morning after," Bambenek said, "there are several things to be reckoned with: the headache, the fatigue. "Alcohol, because it is a depressant, sets as a mask, hiding the memories of usually incredible amounts of activity the night before," Bambenek stated. "Most of us are simply dead-tired from a night of hard partying."

"The best thing to do is to sleep."

Rashid remembers rampages

LEBANON (AP) - Rashid Husse­
sein is a spry, 70-year-old native of the southern Lebanese mountains who remembers wars like some people remember baseball games. Armenians have been rampaging through this region since his childhood.

But as he helped the latest invaders - Israeli soldiers pack their equipment to leave this bombed village, he surveyed the rubble and said, "We'll rebuild as soon as the people come back."

The Israelis seized control of Rashaya el-Fukhar over to U.N. troops on Tuesday, and said they were happy to be leaving the expanse of ruin and dusty, shell-cratered lanes.

Was Hussein glad? He said nothing in front of the Israelis. As Imam or Moslem headman of the village, he obviously thought it best to keep quiet. He was well-versed in the art of being conquered.

He had memories of World War I when the British wrested this area from the Turks. He also remem­bered World War II, when the

L. Bambenek, courtesy of the Alcohol Awareness Week Committee.

Vichy French and the Allies fought over Lebanon.

In 1948, hundreds of Palestinian refugees fled through Rashaya el-Fukhar from the new state of Israel. A civil war broke out in Lebanon in 1958. There were Israeli reprisals said. Another civil war erupted in 1975. And between the wars, there were countless feuds among rival clans, families, tribes and religions.

And now, the latest installment: the destruction of his village when Israel invaded south Lebanon nearly one month ago. But as townsmen came and went and came again, so Israel would be gone, too. Did Hussein think the U.N. troops cold protect the village from Palestinian guerrillas? "The U.N. is very good," he said. "But what of the 100 guerrillas who occupied his village until Israel's invasion? He picked up his books pensively and replied. "Who knows?"

As the war raged on, the Norwegians arrived at Rashaya el-Fukhar, their gleam­ ing vehicles, bright blue headlights and shiny uniforms flashing the only color into the gray ruins. "Is this typical," asked Hussein, impressed by their smart military bearing. "Where is their leader?"

He hurried to join the cluster of U.N. officials, but nobody attempt­ ed to introduce him.

The blond, young Nordic soldier at the wrecks of collapsed houses which would be their homes in the months to come. The village had been heavily shelled while he was there. "Yes," he said. "Planes, tanks, everything. Like a big, big storm."

Did he think his village would ever return to normal? "Oh yet," he said. "Everyone will come back now. The war is finished."

To reward Hussein for helping load their equipment, the Israelis left him their rifles.

As the Israelis rode out in their tanks and armored cars, someone waved to Hussein, but he did not pay them any attention; he was busy helping unload equipment for the U.N. soldiers.

Today's Frontline

"People have responsibility for the administration, coordination, and development of academic activities and functions," Bambenek stated, "and we expected to have had some experience in teaching, research, and administration."

The committee reviewed the list of names submitted, examined their qualifications, and then voted which would be interviewed. Those selected were contacted and invited to the Notre Dame campus for personal inter­ views. In addition to the interview with the Search Committee, candidates were required by regulations in the Academic Manual to meet with the Academic Council. The appointment will take office on June 1, 1978.

Senior Formual Bids

May be picked up Monday & Tuesday in LaFortune lobby and the basement of LeMans from 1:00 - 4:30

Insty-prints

the wisg of the printing bat

rag bond

25 - 6.5 x 11 only $2.65

203 N. Main

Downtown So. Bend 289-6972

SMC 21 CLUB

Applications Now Accepted For:

1978 - 79

Manager

Assistant Manager

Bartender/Checker

Apply by Friday, April 14, 1978 at the Student Activities Office 166 LeMans Hall

Cont. from page 1: Provost has responsibility for the ranking academic officer under the Academic Manual to meet with the Higher Education the Search Committee, candidates were

For Provost Search Committee makes recommendations

(Continued from page 1): Provost Search Committee makes recommendations

South Bend Tribune, on Feb. 3, "Burrell is considered by many at the University to have the inside track on the Provost job."

Burrell was actually a member of the Provost Search Committee, resigned after his name was introduced for consideration. He was replaced by FR Thomas E. Blantz, associate professor of history.

The committee began soliciting applications and nominations last November. Letters were sent encouraging applications and nominations. An ad was placed in the Southern for Higher Education describing the position as the first ranking academic officer under the Provost. The ad also stated that the

The McKenna - Roohan Task Force

The McKenna - Roohan Administration is forming a task force to aid cabinet members and provide manpower for Student Government projects. Anyone interested in becoming a member should call the Student Government offices or contact Mark Hutton at 2195.

The observer 3
**Penn has labor problems**

by Dave Rumbach
Senior Staff Reporter

Like Notre Dame, the University of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia has been beset with labor problems since early spring. Unlike Notre Dame, Penn has all but resolved its disputes with the Teamsters, Local 115, after having locked in their contract for the 343 housekeepers 24 days ago.

"Penn fired the housekeepers in favor of an independent contractor," according to Curtis Barnes of the Teamsters. Penn officials claimed this switch would save $760,000, or 15 percent of the housekeeping budget, according to The Gazette, Penn's alumni magazine.

John Morris, president of Teamsters Local 115, the union representing the housekeepers, claimed that Penn had released the workers only to avoid dealing with the Teamsters.

In a letter to the editor of the Philadelphia Inquirer published on Oct. 24, the Penn had granted a 5 percent wage increase in nearly all of its 15,000 employees, while requesting that the housekeepers take a 50 percent pay cut.

Penn officials responded, according to Teamsters, that only a $146 a week on the average would find it impossible to accept the pay cut. The housekeepers had joined the Teamsters on June 22, 1977, less than two months before they were fired.

The housekeepers began picketing the University on Aug. 9 and continued until a temporary agreement was reached in late August according to Curtis Barnes of the University of Pennsylvania news department.

"The pocket stopped or delayed a number of truck services but they never locked us out," Barnes stated. "John Morris, president of Teamsters 115, claimed that they could have closed down if they wanted," he added.

**Ad campaign**

Instead of intensifying their picketing efforts, the Teamsters carried the issue to the State Senate and the local press.

In conjunction with lobbying efforts in a labor allocation earmarked for Penn, the Teamsters took out full-page ads in Philadelphia Inquirer and other area newspapers on October 25.

The University responded to the union charges in an advertisement appearing in the Inquirer on Oct. 27.

In the University revealed that only two housekeepers of plans to seek an outside contractor as early as January, 1978.

**Second, take a couple of aspirins before you go to bed.** "It won't prevent your hangover, but it will help you sleep the night you need to recover," Bambenek said.

Bambenek recommends three things to minimize the effects of a hangover. First, choose your drink carefully. The quality of your hangover is related to the nature of the booze you drink," he said.

Pick a drink with little in the impurities which aid in the transfer of alcohol from the stomach to the intestine," Bambenek commented. "Vodka is the best, then gin, since it is low in the strength of your hangover," he said.

Second, take a couple of aspirins before you go to bed. "It won't prevent your hangover, but it will help you sleep the night you need to recover," Bambenek said.

Third, work to replace lost potassium. This can be done by eating foods the day after that have potassium in them. "Two of the most common and palatable foods eaten the morning after, are beef bouillon and bananas," Bambenek said.

"There are two sure-fire ways not to get a hang-over," Bambenek said. "One is to not drink at all and the other is don't stop drinking," Bambenek said. "A second and third, do not assume the opposite. Bambenek emphasized that student's should try to exercise judgment and the ruling.

This thought was echoed by Dean of Student Life, Margaret Cafferty, who was a member of the audience.

"Students should strive to be mature in regard to their drinkings," Cafferty said.

"Students should try to stay within sensible limits with their drinking. Students can sometimes endanger the safety of others around them," Cafferty noted.

**CAP material available**

The Committee on Academic Progress' (CAP) registration material will be available in the CAP office, 338 O'Shaughnessy, today and tomorrow, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. CAP students are asked to pick this material up as soon as possible.

CAP Faculty and Students are also asked to attend the Senior Bar Night, originally scheduled for Tuesday, April 24, but rescheduled for April 24 from 9 p.m. to midnight.

**Sister Caferty resigns**

Sr. Margaret Caferty has resigned as executive director of the Catholic Committee on Urban Min.
Man survives 73 days on raft after yacht sinks in Atlantic

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) - Need cash to pay taxes? Farnish Fagar, weakened after 73 days adrift in a life raft, arrived here yesterday on the ship that rescued him. He said he felt drained but otherwise healthy.

"My legs are weak. I will talk to you for a few minutes tomorrow at a press conference. I'm tired. Since I was rescued, I have had some problems with my heart," he told a group of reporters.

Fagar, 37, a self-styled adventurer, and journalist Maria Man- cini, 30, took to a raft Jan. 19, when Fagar's 35-foot boat, "Spirit of Surprise," sank near the Falkland Islands in the Atlantic Ocean after leaving Argentina.

Both survived 73 days on the raft, but Mancini died a few days after the two were picked up by a Greek freighter.

Fagar did not talk about his ordeal on the raft.

"I'm talking with my heart," Fagar said. "I want to put the whole thing in perspective...I was on a raft with the great Mauro.

Fagar's wife, Maria, and her brother, Rudi, met him when he arrived.

Fagar was pronounced in "relatively good" condition after being examined by a physician. He was taken to a rest home for examination.

Fagar and Mancini were picked up April 2 about 700 miles east of Argentina.

His boat, Fagar said, sank after being struck by whales.

The yacht was beached from Argentina's Mar del Plata coast near the tip of South America, where Mancini was to cover World Cup football preliminary matches. Fagar had planned to sail from there to the Antarctic by himself.

But near the Falklands, he said, a school of whales damaged the ship and they beached the raft, which drifted to the northeast.

Familiar faces push products

NEW YORK (AP) - And now, a work from our sponsor... Coming this from, of all people, John Wayne. using the voice that is used to rustlers to harass headaches, for Datril, or it's Gregory Peck for James Longley. the parade of Saturday morning toons. celebrities and superstars work from our sponsor...

And why are superstars who years ago saw TV ads as demeaning, now sandwiched between programs instead of appearing on them? Advertising experts say the lure is daily publicity and big money.

Even super-superstars eventual- ly need cash to pay taxes. Farnish $1-million homes and otherwise keep their $100,000 cars chipped and pampered in a manner befitting celebrities.

The contracts involved often are substantial. Faraah Fawcett-Majors, for example, reportedly signed a multi-million dollar deal with Faberge for hair products bearing her name. It is rumored that O.J. Simpson got between $11,000,000 and $250,000 for rights around an airport advertising

Though growing thinner, the list of "virgins." Madison Avenues for people who've never ventured into commercials - is still impres- sive. Barbara Streisand, Paul Newman, Sidney Poitier, Liza Min- nelli and Mary Tyler Moore, are among the holdouts.

And vocal acts are allowed, that a 20-minute time limit will be placed on acts, and that contestants are required to register behind the bar one-half hour before their performance.

Also, according to the rules, contestants may not contact the judges about their acts until the final decisions have been made, and "no curthoaring" will be tolerated.

"This last rule always brings a laugh," Lulli stated. He explained that the purpose of the rule is "to prevent contestants used to performing from shaking up new performers by creating noise."

Judging will be done by a panel of five persons to be announced tomorrow night, and will be based on five categories: taken-over creativity, effect and impact, choice of music, and appearance of con- testants.

Prizes for the winners of the competition will be provided by the Student Union. Winners will be awarded $50 for first place, $30 for second place and $20 each for third, fourth and fifth places.

20 groups to play at Nazz

by Phil Russo

According to Enrique Lulli, manager of the Naz, 20 groups have signed up to participate in the interhall music competition to be held tomorrow and Saturday in the Naz.

Lulli stated that the purpose of the competition is to create hall unity and promote talent while providing a campus-wide activity. He said that he was pleased with the response since he had only expected about ten groups to sign up.

"I really have the feeling that this is the start of something big," he commented, adding that he would like to see the competition become an annual event.

Among the contestants who will perform in the competition are Beth Reese of Walsh Hall, "The Alumni Hall Stage Band," and Tom Knoop of Stanford. Master of ceremonies for the competition will be Jim Dorgan of WSND.

Lulli said that rules for the competition have been limited "in order to maintain flexibility."

Midshipman of the University's Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps [NROTC] participated Tuesday and Wednesday in a letter processing campaign to assist the Cancer Society in their fund raising efforts. The midshipment filled 3000 envelopes with letters and literature which will be sent to area businesses requesting donations. [Photo by Beth Reavie]
Unfair Practices?

Monday, April 10 was to have been the day when charges of unfair labor practices against the University were to have been addressed at a National Labor Relations Board hearing. The hearing has been delayed, however, because the University failed to comply with an NLRB subpoena for certain documents. 

Of particular interest to anyone who has ever been associated with Notre Dame should question the University's failure to comply.

Simply described, the NLRB is an impartial federal organization which mediates disputes between employers and unions. In this case, the NLRB subpoenaed University documents in order to determine if the University is indeed guilty of unfair labor practices. While the NLRB subpoena does not carry the weight of a court order, it is very clear that an employer refuses to comply with it. The University has chosen not to comply with it.

The University's position, according to its attorney, James Salzman, is that "these documents are not relevant to this proceeding." This statement is inadequate. Given the impartiality of the NLRB, their representatives surely would not have asked for a subpoenaed document if they did not believe they were relevant to the proceeding.

What if the University is withholding this information? Although guild should never be presumed until all facts are in the open, the stream of information which the University does not bode well. Even if one agrees with the administration's stance against unionization, isn't it the very fact of unfair labor charges should be settled as quickly as possible.

By taking this issue to Federal court, the University has stalled its resolution. Why? In the past, the University has denigrated the impact of the NLRB by announcing them in mid-summer. We hope this dispute will be settled before the summer when the students can exert little or no pressure on the University administration.

In the meantime, we call on those in the University administration involved in these negotiations to re-examine their reasons for not complying with the NLRB subpoena.

Solution: Improve Resident Life

Dear Editor:

"Cheers," and plaudits to Joel Secrest. "Cheers" and plaudits to the Observer editorial page a statement, long overdue, from a student with the implied backing of Observer Editorial Board. For an administrator, a rector, or - heaven forbid - Dean to have made these comments, that same attitude you put it, that you put it, that you put it, that you put it, that you put it.

Notre Dame is a unique and sometimes frustratingly so, long shot, the perfect place. Social life is not what all would have it, social space is lacking, and dorms titudes and expectations of the greatest gift Notre Dame gives a student.

But students cannot sit back and wallow in their misconception of peer social space, overwhelming, with thrust attitude in academics and peer social interaction. Nor can anyone sit back and blame "the administrators" as if blaming and complaining about an abstract entity "the administration" would automatically transform the Notre Dame into the realization of its ideals.

There is a need to remedy the problems of social life. Some of these problems are generated and perpetuated by attitudes and expectations of students. Secrest speaks well about alcohol and its destructive aspects. Articles and ads which have repeatedly appeared in the Observer celebrated and propagated the myth that good social life and social interaction revolve around "tailgaters, facetious, party pages, keggers, birthdays, St. Patrick's Day celebrations and little else.

If we are seekers after wisdom at this place, why do we so frequently play destructively with alcohol which is unique among its peer that good social life and social stances and expectations of the residences of Notre Dame. Our need to shape our focus and to reflexively consider the impact of our lives in the community of Notre Dame. The only way these attitudes can be changed is through our own efforts - in the residences and individually. We need to think and individually. We need to think and think and re-think about our lives and spiritual vitalism.

Secrets is right - Dionysus, and not the Leprechaun is our true mascot. But why should this be? We could listen to a more humanizing muse. Students need not only the alcohol but the abuse and distress, and yet most importantly, not to refuse alcohol to admit that we wish to be aware of alcohol and its use in the Notre Dame Eagle Scout, and have no desire to brand him a heretic. The news is reported as accurately and as objectively as possible.

But Secrest is right - Dionysus, and not the Leprechaun is our true mascot. But why should this be? We could listen to a more humanizing muse. Students need not only the alcohol but the abuse and distress, and yet most importantly, not to refuse alcohol to admit that we wish to be aware of alcohol and its use in the Notre Dame Eagle Scout, and have no desire to brand him a heretic. The news is reported as accurately and as objectively as possible.

Secretary, please be assured that the NLRB decision made by Mark Rust in his review of The Turning Point will not come to a head or be a factor in the administration's decision on the use of alcohol.

Not drink at Notre Dame? Why, .

Applause, Applause!

Dear Editor:

Yes, Virginia, there are signs of sensibility in the Notre Dame student body.

Applause, Applause, for Joel Secrest's "Cheers," in the April 11th Observer. Not often does a student offer to the administration a statement, and, hopefully, will be given to the Board of Commissioners.

I support this move for several reasons. First, the Ombudsman developed as an apolitical organization. The absence of political interest guarantees impartiality. Second, the tremendous amount of time needed to run an election would be a benefit. And, third, the organization given responsibility for elections must possess a large pool of judicial people to help on elections.

Not drink at Notre Dame? Why, you might as well not believe in Knute Rockne! This is Notre Dame, where "Alcohol Awareness Week" is advertised on Pobel Blue Ribbon signs, and where it seems that bad things made accidents to the campus by foot, besides the Logan Center, are bars, bars and more bars.

Mr. Secrest, you may well be, as you put it, "three-fourths of an idiot," but you seem to have missed the situation with your head intact, eyes angulated by alcohol, and with perception so few you seem to have even when sober.

I raise my glass of (Tab) to you, sir, for a much needed editorial.

Typically female response," as if there were some a trifle. I have interviewed some students, and gotten answers such as "Do you think you can work with a man?" As if there should be no need for these diplomat relations with men when I offer for a career. And I have learned to expect observers and refusals to admit that women students do exist.

A week or two school goodbye next year, I can breathe a sigh of relief, confidence, and that I will return until I can walk down the quiet beautified of over time. So, did your mom go here?"

Future Class Elections

Dear Editor:

Yes, the Observer editorial concerning election process for the Ombudsman was made to delegate responsibility for future class elections to an objective body. Visionary. After talking with John Reid, it appears as if Mr. Secrest has been elected for subsequent class elections will be given to Ombudsman, subject to approval by the Board of Commissioners.

I support this move for several reasons. First, the Ombudsman developed as an apolitical organization. The absence of political interest guarantees impartiality. Second, the tremendous amount of time needed to run an election would be a benefit. And, third, the organization given responsibility for elections must possess a large pool of judicial people.

The Ombudsman is the largest non-partisan service in Student Government or Student Union. They have the required resources. Thirdly, the Ombudsman's experience with the Student Body President-Study Body President election gives them an important advantage over other groups. Each year has produced clearer rules and more understanding of student elections gives them an important advantage over other groups.

In the past two SBP-SBPV elections, the School of the Ombudsman was the majority of the Ombudsman elected. The SBP-SBV elections, Fourth, the phone service of the Ombudsman automatically gives them an advantage over other groups. They can maintain contact with candidates on campus, and act quickly on any election-related issues.

In the past two SBP-SBPV elections, the School of the Ombudsman was the majority of the Ombudsman elected. The SBP-SBV elections, Fourth, the phone service of the Ombudsman automatically gives them an advantage over other groups. They can maintain contact with candidates on campus, and act quickly on any election-related issues.
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This is the policy for SBP-SBPV elections, the School of the Ombudsman is the majority of the Ombudsman elected. The SBP-SBV elections, Fourth, the phone service of the Ombudsman automatically gives them an advantage over other groups. They can maintain contact with candidates on campus, and act quickly on any election-related issues.
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Woman In Blue
ginny nask

St. Mary's Security Patrol has a new female member. Kathleen Marie Karon, 22, originally from Pennsylvania, began her security job in September, but now she still gets looks and glances from the people she didn't have her yet.

According to Anthony Kovatch, head of St. Mary's Security, he not only hired a person with a background in security, but also "someone who would have a good rapport with the young women on campus." That is not untrue.

Karon has both of those credentials. With her experience in the Army Military Police and 15 weeks of judo training, Karen could deal with her way through school at Southern Illinois University. As of now, she has gone to college or travelled after her way through school at Southern Illinois University. As of now, she has gone to college or travelled after

Karen back-packed around Salem High School in 1974, Karen decided to join the Army Military Police. "I could have gone to college or travelled after graduation, but I needed some time to find myself and to grow up a little. The Army helped me to grow up a lot," Karen added.

During her time in the Army, Karen was promoted twice in four months. "In basic training, I met a couple of a girl who was promoted twice in four months. "In basic training, I met a couple of girls who had a lot of authority, and I did not have any," Karen said. "They were assigned to positions where they could use their authority, and I was assigned to a position where I could not use it."

In Military Police School, Ms. Karan was a part of women's company. A part of women's company in this form of training was the oldest of women's companies in the United States. In addition, Creek wrote letters to SMC's alumnae publication, The Flower, The Fruit and Jean Paulin who wrote on the profession.

"If the title of her book is meant as a beginning, leads to violence in sports. He was also a faculty member of sociology at the University of Chicago, to name a few."

The convention was highlighted by two speakers: the keynote address, "The Panorama of Religion," and faculty from all over the Midwest. Participants included the University of Kentucky, and the University of Chicago, to name a few.
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Edward and Dynes

The Notre Dame Sociology Club and the Epsilon chapter of Alpha Kappa Delta hosted the Third Annual Intercollegiate Research Convention this past weekend. The convention was held on the Notre Dame campus and faculty from all over the Midwest. Participants included the University of Kentucky, and the University of Chicago, to name a few.
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Soviet may quit top UN job

The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development will award the City of South Bend a $7.6 million Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) which will make possible a $29 million downtown office hotel and parking complex. Congressman John Brademas recently announced the award.

The announcement was made April 2 during a press conference at Century Center held by South Bend Mayor Peter J. Nemeth, First Bank and Trust Company President Christopher J. Murphy, and Brademas. According to Brademas, the project will create approximately 500 permanent new jobs, substantially increase construction employment, result in increased property tax revenues, and provide the hotel space necessary to make South Bend an effective competitor for major conventions.

Brademas praised Nemeth and Murphy for the roles they played in putting together the project. "Their determination to see downtown South Bend revitalize made this grant possible," Brademas said.

21-Club accepting applications

The SMG 21-Club is now accepting applications for the positions of manager, assistant manager, and bartender. Applications should be submitted to Room 168 LeMans by tomorrow.

Satellites detect flare in sunspot region

New York (AP) - An astronaut who had been working out in space this week, a solar flare early warning device said Thursday it had told him to get back inside. The conditions at one region of the solar surface - sunspot activity, magnetic configuration, other factors - made a solar flare likely, the astronaut said.

The solar burst of radiation would have been a potential hazard to astronauts or spacecraft, according to a forecaster at the European Space Environment Services Center in Boulder, CO.

The astronaut said the flare was one of a number of solar flares detected near the sun's equator, but the exact time of the flare could not be determined because the satellite is not orbiting the sun's equator. The flare is on the upswing in an eleven-year cycle. The cycles coincide with the advent of the solar wind, and the solar wind is now on the upswing in an eleven-year cycle, which ended in 1975 and 1976. The upswing was predicted to begin in 1980, and it seems to be gaining momentum.

This increase in solar activity will coincide with the advent of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) satellite program. Test flights are being conducted in this period, and it is expected that the solar wind will be seen in some areas south of the equator.

A spokesman for the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. said U.S. customers probably will not notice any lapses in telephone circuits.

Solar spot and other solar activity is now on the upswing in an eleven-year cycle. The cycles blend into one another, with the low point having been reached in 1975 and 1976. The upswing was predicted to begin in 1980, and it seems to be gaining momentum. This increase in solar activity will coincide with the advent of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) satellite program. Test flights are being conducted in this period, and it is expected that the solar wind will be seen in some areas south of the equator.

A spokesman for the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. said U.S. customers probably will not notice any lapses in telephone circuits.

Solar flare forecasting is a new science, developed only during the last eleven-year cycle, which ended in 1976. The current cycle will be the first real opportunity to see how well it works. The solar flare on Tuesday was forecast as a 40-unit flare, but the exact time of the flare could not be predicted.
Taure to discuss Nuclear Energy, Human Rights

Robert Taure will speak tonight about "Nuclear Energy and Human Rights" in the Haggar Hall Auditorium at 7 p.m. The lecture will discuss environmental and economic ramifications of the energy crisis, and alternatives to nuclear power.

Taure, a student at the Notre Dame Law School in Indiana, is currently working in Ohio on the nationwide May 3 Solar Day demonstrations.

SU positions open

The Student Union is presently accepting applications for SU staff positions. Advisory, study and specialty groups are being formed to evaluate the Union's existing structures and programs. These groups include marketing, organization and special projects. Interested persons should call the SU at 7707.

Indian art exhibit extended

An exhibition of American Indian art in the Notre Dame Art Gallery will be continued until May 22, May 3. This extension was announced. Public response to the display of art works and articles of clothing dictated the extended exhibition period.

Also on exhibit in the gallery this time are the annual Student Art Show, Photographs by Richard Stevens of the Notre Dame Art Department, and Recent Acquisitions from the Permanent Collections.

Conducted tours of the gallery in O'Shaughnessy Hall are available to groups. Advance reservations are requested and may be made by calling 283-7361 in advance.

Flower, nature slide show today

Fr. Joe Egan from Cassopolis will present a slide show on flowers and nature today at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Nazz as part of Alcohol Awareness Week.

‘Life Planning’ workshop offered

The Counseling Center is offering a “Life Planning” workshop, Saturday, from 12 to 5 p.m., in Room 400 of the Administration Building. The workshop will explore such topics as important life themes, responsibilities to oneself, long term goals, how to approach change points in life, and how to construct a workable life plan.

There is room for 12 members. For further information contact Kevin at 1717.

Summer jobs available

Applications for summer employment at the University will be taken starting tomorrow. For further information contact the Personnel Department at 2221.

Obudsman requests election suggestions

Anyone interested in discussing or making suggestions for the SBP-SBVP election rules, please contact Mac Woolward, Ombudsman election committee chairman, at 3338 by Monday. An appointment will be set up for the discussion or presentation with the interested person and the election committee.

Cancer Society needs volunteers

Volunteers are needed for the American Cancer Society’s Educational Fund Raising Drive. The drive this year will take place on Sunday afternoon, April 23, from 1:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Student volunteers are being sought to present American Cancer Society life-saving literature and collect donations in the South Bend area. Posters will be placed in each dormitory on campus with sign-up sheets attached. Signs up will be limited this week only.

Students are needed from both St. Mary’s and Notre Dame to work in pairs throughout the South Bend communities.

Volunteers will meet at 1:30 p.m. Sunday afternoon, April 23, in Room 103 of Galvin Life Science Center. Students will then be driven to and picked up from the areas by volunteer drivers. Additional student drivers are also needed.

For additional information contact Chris Ranieri at 1411.

HPC positions available

Students interested in applying for a position, Executive Coordinator, or Accreditation Chairman for the ND Hall Presidents Council should call Kris O’Meara (1268) or Chuck DeGrande (1904) by midnight Saturday.

Erratum

“One Earth Week” events are sponsored by the International Students Organization, not Student Union, as reported in the Monday and Wednesday Observer.

Art thefts increase

(continued from page 4)

the best market in the United States for fencing stolen art. But he said cities in Europe and South America are also popular. “There is some similarity between the network of stolen art and that of narcotics,” said Baer.

He said there were several reasons for the increase in art theft, including lack of technical expertise on the part of law enforcement authorities, lack of a means of positive identification for works of art and lack of a central reporting facility.

It is not hard to transport paintings from country to country, Baer said. “I’ve walked around with close to $50,000 worth of painting...and never had the package examined,” said Baer, describing a trip from New York to London and then on to France and Switzerland.

Art thefts increase
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Remember when the view of a student holki ng through high drifts of snow was an all too common experience? [Photo by Bill Heistek]
BEIRUT, Lebanon [AP] - Syrian troops pumped cannon and rocket fire into a crowded Christian neighborhood here yesterday, trying to quell fighting between Christians and Moslems that has claimed 35 lives in four days.

The Syrians were trying to blast Christian militiamen out of sniper nests and machinegun positions in the neighborhood of Ein Rumanneh in east Beirut.

Residents of the adjacent Moslem district of Chiyah said the Syrians were not firing their way, but said they were receiving some fire from the Christian sector.

The flare-up came on the eve of the third anniversary of the outbreak of the 19-month civil war between Moslems and Christians that claimed 37,000 lives in 1975-76. The predominantly Syrian Arab League peacekeepers were sent to end the fighting and police the truce.

Fighting in Lebanon claims 35 lives

Students play 'mother hen' to abandoned duck eggs

by Bill Scholl

Many people think that Notre Dame students do little else than attend football games, study, drink beer, and frequent the Library of the University. They do little else, except to abandon duck eggs.

A nearly abandoned duck nest was found by Senior Jack Pizzolato and Dennis Callahan, who presently incubating nine duck eggs which the three students found after returning from spring break.

The eggs are being kept warm in a pan of water with the aid of a flannel shirt and a heat lamp. "We're not beating up on ducks in order to steal their eggs. All nine eggs were found abandoned," Pizzolato said.

The first egg was found by Rueter on April 2. He said that after watching it for some time he decided that it had been abandoned for some unknown reason. Within the next few days the three students found five more eggs on the shores of Saint Mary's Lake near the entrance road to Carroll Hall.

While all nine of the eggs were found apparently abandoned, three of the five eggs found by Callahan looked as though attempt had been made to bury them.

Rueter said that most of the eggs felt cold when discovered and that he would be happy if even one of the eggs eventually hatches. Pizzolato said they should be kept "warm and cozy," according to a Russian-made rocket into the rightist strongholds, told The Associated Press his orders were to "show no favoritism. We are only shooting at the sources of fire."

The Beirut fighting drew attention from south Lebanon where half of a 4,000-man United Nation force was firming up positions between Palestinian guerillas and Israeli forces.

The other half is to arrive by the end of this month to oversee the withdrawal of Israeli troops from the region and turn it back to Lebanese control.

There was a partial Israeli pull back Tuesday, and another is scheduled Friday, but that will leave most of the territory still under Israeli control.

The other half is to arrive by the end of this month to oversee the withdrawal of Israeli troops from the region and turn it back to Lebanese control.

According to Rueter, the incubation period for duck eggs is approximately three weeks, so they should know soon if their attempts to save the eggs have been successful.
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Freshman receiver Jim Monta­
gano knocked Wolfe to a 0-1 lead before the lefty ever threw a pitch. Rick Pullano led off the game with a single, and was singled home by Tom Caruso. Montagano followed with two solid pitching performances, spelling double defeat at the hands of Western Michigan yesterday.

Junior shortstop Pullano, who had two solid performances against Michigan State, knocked out three hits in four trips to the plate. Through 15 games, the junior shortstop was hitting a hefty .466.

Kelly sent his ace, Joe Karpo­wicz, to the hill in the ninth inning in an effort to gain a split. In 13-2-3 innings of previous work, the sophomore lefty has posted a 0-2 record to earn an earned run, while posting a 2-0 record.

Joe Karpowicz' double hit the home plate in the second inning for a run of the double landing when he walked to first and was batted to a hitter. Karpowicz continued to pitch well, allowing Pullano’s three hits over the remaining four inn­ings. "He just got himself into trouble with the walks and hit batsman," Kelly said.

Notre Dame's lone run came in the seventh inning, when Simen­
deger, Montagano and Bill Star­r struck together singles, knocking in one run and leaving runners on deck third and third with no outs.

Kelly Markley carried a fly ball into left field, but it was too shallow to bring the run home, and Montagano and Starr were left in scoring position when Denis O'Shag rolled out to the pitcher and Greg Rodemes flopped out to end the game at 2-0.

Sime­ндeger, who did not accom­pany the team on its spring trip to Florida, started both games at third base in Kelly's continued attempt to find an everyday player to take over at the hot corner. The 6-2 sophomore saved one run for the Irish when he dove to his right to spear a ground ball that was headed for left field and threw out a runner at the plate. "He played very well defensively, and he's hitting the ball hard," said Kelly, who has also tried Glessner Kononcik and Bob Cleary at the position.

Next on tap for the Irish, who fell to 6-9-1 after the double-dip loss, is a doubleheader with Ball State Saturday on Jake Kline Field. The twin-bill is slated to begin at 1:00 p.m.
Irish gridders compete for positions

by Rae O'Brien
Sports Editor

With spring football practice now one week old, things are beginning to settle down and the personality of the 1978 version of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish is beginning to take form. Last year many veterans were returning to spring camp causing much excitement among the media at practices, but this year there is a more relaxed atmosphere of new players learning their positions and the added excitement of players competing for a starting position.

The traditional procedure in spring football is to scrimmage on Saturdays and Wednesdays, but that is another practice that has changed this year. "We do just so have enough players to scrimmage twice a week anymore," explained Dan Devine. "This is the third year of the 30 recruit rule and it cuts down the number of players we are allowed in the over-all number that fall."

By Devine's own admission, there are several areas down where depth is lacking, to say the least. Last year's household names have been replaced by freshmen, sophomores and players that were second and third team fill ins. This leaves a big job ahead for the coaches.

None of this change in scenery seems to bother Devine one bit. "There is so much to be done right now that no one bothers to think about that first game five months away yet," he said. "The spring practice is so very important," commented the head coach. "Many of the things that are in a time where learning starts and later the team tries to carry through in the fall."
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By Devine's own admission, there are several areas down where depth is lacking, to say the least. Last year's household names have been replaced by freshmen, sophomores and players that were second and third team fill ins. This leaves a big job ahead for the coaches.

None of this change in scenery seems to bother Devine one bit. "There is so much to be done right now that no one bothers to think about that first game five months away yet," he said. "The spring practice is so very important," commented the head coach. "Many of the things that are in a time where learning starts and later the team tries to carry through in the fall."

In this year's squad match that improvement record because of injury. There are many more mistakes made on the field and many are caused by the inexperience of the freshman. It seems to be as serious as the few mistakes early in the season. By the time the year and coaches are more used to their tools it was fine...no break. This setups breaks up the boredom of practice that this year's graduating seniors will miss.

The biggest rebuilding job will be done by Coach Brian Boulac as he must replace the entire right side of his championship line. Already veteran Tim Foley has moved from his left tackle position to the other side. Besides Foley all the faces are new. Jim Hauston just transferred to the offensive line. Old men Dave Huffman and Ted Horansky will return to add the needed experience. Finally, Rob Martinovich has jumped to the other end of the line of scrimmage to fill in at left tackle. While freshmen may play a significant role in the outcome of next season, their performance is nothing that a coach can bank on. "I've heard a lot about what they are going to do, but I have a feeling that We should have been able to beat a tougher team than Texas one week after the Cotton Bowl."

The offensive backfield is pretty secure as well. "There is untouchable back there that are sure to make the offense run," commented Devine. This is one area where freshmen may pop up. While the offensive line has the most experience it is necessary that they remain on their toes every practice. A wrong arm can distract the attention from a slight pass break.

If you see George Kelly walking around campus with a smile on his face it is because Notre Dame's year's crew of linemen have all seen playing time and are the most probable candidates for post season play. Defensively, Heinekemeyer both have two years of experience. "We have a pocket and should rate with the nation's best," said Devine.

In the real "heartbreaker," it is a match, the St. Mary's doubles team of Tom Flynn and Louise Purcell lost to Susan Brand and Bobbie Atkins, 4-6, 3-7, 5-7.
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In tennis action Tuesday, the St. Mary's doubles suffer a tough defeat at the hands of the Purdue University doubles team. The match was a "heartbreaker," commented St. Mary's Coach Peter T. Keating, after the match, which was held indoors because of poor weather. In the real "heartbreaker," it is a match, the St. Mary's doubles team of Tom Flynn and Louise Purcell lost to Susan Brand and Bobbie Atkins, 4-6, 3-7, 5-7.
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In the remaining two doubles matches St. Mary's duo of Jerry Turcotte and Paul Monahan beat the overpowerd Ballantine-Miche (PU) 6-1, 6-0, 6-2. Bobbie Atkins and Susan Brand (SMC) 6-3, 6-0.
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